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THE POWER OF RPAs EXTENDED TO THE DESKTOP
WITHOUT A POWERFUL PRICE TAG

If your organization is already utilizing Robotic Process Automation (RPA) tools, you know 
they’re capable of providing great benefit. However, as an IT leader, you know only too well the 
challenges today’s RPA tools can present to your department – and the rest of the company:

 Complex software that isn’t user-friendly – requiring coding skills 
 Expensive software licenses and server equipment
 Long-term dependency on third party consultants 

These factors often make it di�cult, if not impossible, to achieve the anticipated ROI from an 
RPA project.  They also make it more di�cult for broader adoption beyond a core group of 
skilled specialists.

At nVoq, we take a di�erent approach. One that’s designed to maximize both ROI potential 
AND RPA utilization in your organization.

Here’s how:
 1. Our RPA tools platform is cloud-based. It’s hosted on secure, US-based data centers  
  compliant with PCI and HIPAA standards.  
 2. Our RPA tools platform is truly easy to use. It’s specifically designed for and by end  
  users, not coders.  Processes can be designed and maintained in minutes, vs. days or  
  even months.  
 3. Our RPA tools platform is easy to deploy. There’s nothing to install, and 
  no equipment to buy.

In most cases, an nVoq RPA deployment can achieve same-year positive ROI, without the need 
for extended professional services engagements. Compare that metric with other RPA tool 
vendors.  

With centralized, cloud-based administrative management, your COE/SSO can have total 
visibility and governance of RPA activity across the organization. Get the benefit of 
widespread RPA production at the desktop, while preserving transparency around process 
development and implementation.

If your organization is considering an RPA platform purchase, or if you’ve been underwhelmed 
by the outcomes from your current RPA vendor, let us show how we can help.  Contact us 
today at sales@nvoq.com or call 866.383.4500


